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Performance Impact of Large File Transfer on Web Proxy
Caching: A Case Study in a High Bandwidth Campus

Network Environment
Hyun-Chul Kim, Dongman Lee, Kilnam Chon, Beakcheol Jang, Taekyoung Kwon, and Yanghee Choi

Abstract: Since large objects consume substantial resources, web
proxy caching incurs a fundamental trade-off between perfor-
mance (i.e., hit-ratio and latency) and overhead (i.e., resource us-
age), in terms of caching and relaying large objects to users. This
paper investigates how and to what extent the current dedicated-
server based web proxy caching scheme is affected by large file
transfers in a high bandwidth campus network environment. We
use a series of trace-based performance analyses and profiling
of various resource components in our experimental squid proxy
cache server. Large file transfers often overwhelm our cache server.
This causes a bottleneck in a web network, by saturating the net-
work bandwidth of the cache server. Due to the requests for large
objects, response times required for delivery of concurrently re-
quested small objects increase, by a factor as high as a few million,
in the worst cases. We argue that this cache bandwidth bottleneck
problem is due to the fundamental limitations of the current cen-
tralized web proxy caching model that scales poorly when there are
a limited amount of dedicated resources. This is a serious threat
to the viability of the current web proxy caching model, particu-
larly in a high bandwidth access network, since it leads to sporadic
disconnections of the downstream access network from the global
web network. We propose a peer-to-peer cooperative web caching
scheme to address the cache bandwidth bottleneck problem. We
show that it performs the task of caching and delivery of large ob-
jects in an efficient and cost-effective manner, without generating
significant overheads for participating peers.

Index Terms: Peer-to-peer, performance measurement, web cache,
workload characterization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web proxy caching is one of the most popular techniques
to facilitate information sharing on the Internet. As with other
forms of caching used at various levels of the memory hierar-
chy (e.g., hardware, operating systems, application), web proxy
caching exploits the reference locality principle to improve the
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cost and performance of data access [1]. This approach has been
especially effective for the Internet, where large geographic and
topological distances separate the content producers and con-
sumers.

From the outset, one of the challenges for web proxy caching
has been efficient handling of variable-sized web objects [2]
with only a limited amount of dedicated resource. The size of
web files spans several orders of magnitude and its distribution
is heavy-tailed. Explicit support for multimedia formats on the
web has led to a significant increase in web file size, thereby
increasing the tail weight of the size distribution [2]–[4]. The
development of compression techniques, such as MPEGs, and
gigantic archives of scientific data sets has made the challenge
more difficult and urgent. As the network provides higher band-
width than before1 and content providers redesign their sites to
support users with high-speed access, users are more likely to
regularly download all kinds of very large objects [2], [5].

This widespread increase in the transfer of large objects has a
significant impact on the web, as well as its underlying network
infrastructure [2]. For instance, intense bursts of web traffic are
more frequently caused by concurrent requests for large objects,
rather than a large number of requests for small objects [6],
placing even more load on web proxy caches. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there has been no work that measures
and quantifies the impact of large objects on the performance
of web proxy caching, though the proliferation of large object
downloads may make web proxy caching a bottleneck in a high
bandwidth network.

This paper presents a case study questioning the viability
of the current (centralized) web proxy caching model in a
high bandwidth network environment, in which end users often
download large web objects. We conduct a systematic study that
quantifies the impact of large object transfer on the performance
of our experimental squid [7] cache server.

Our contributions are two-fold: First, this is the first study that
performs a thorough trace-based analysis on the impact of large
object transfer on web caching performance in a high bandwidth
network environment, in terms of a cache’s bandwidth usage and
response times. We use real-world web cache traces collected at
two high bandwidth campus networks, in two countries with the
highest broadband and fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) penetration in
the world; Japan and Korea. Even a small number of concurrent
requests for large objects often saturates our web proxy cache’s

1With the rapid growth of IP networking technologies, it is common for to-
day’s local/regional area networks, as well as domestic/international research
networks, to have more than 100 Mb/s of user connectivity and 1 Gb/s-class
backbone [8].
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bandwidth resource and causes significant performance degra-
dation in a high bandwidth network environment. Due to the
delivery of large objects, comprising less than 0.1% of the total
number of requests, approximately 30% of concurrent requests
for small objects are delayed. During peak-times, the (worst
case) response time required for delivery of small objects in-
creases by a factor as high as a few million. We argue that the
bandwidth bottleneck problem is due to the fundamental limi-
tations of the current centralized web proxy caching model that
scales poorly when there is a limited amount of dedicated re-
source. This is a serious threat to the viability of the current web
proxy caching model, particularly in a high bandwidth access
network, since it actually leads to sporadic disconnection of the
downstream access network from the global web network.

Second, we address the bottleneck problem by proposing a
peer-to-peer cooperative web caching scheme. We show that the
proposed scheme performs the task of caching and delivery of
large objects in an efficient and cost-effective manner, without
generating significant overheads for participating peers.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II explains our cache traces and performance evalua-
tion methodologies. In Section III, we empirically show the ex-
tent to which large object transfers affect the performance of
cache servers in handling requests for the other concurrent small
objects. To address the cache bandwidth bottleneck problem,
Section IV proposes a peer-to-peer cooperative web caching
scheme and evaluates its performance. Section V discusses re-
lated work. We conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss the details of the collected trace
workloads, describe our experimental environment and detail
the performance metrics used in the experimental evaluation.

A. Access Characteristics of Large Objects

We employed traces from leaf university caches, at KAIST
campus network in South Korea and Waseda University’s Nishi-
waseda campus and Toyama campus network in Japan to gen-
erate the workload.2 End users in KAIST and Waseda are pro-
vided with 10/100 Mb/s or 1 Gb/s switched Ethernet connectiv-
ity. Table 1 summarizes the trace information. All traces were
collected over four days. Each consisted of tens of million re-
quests, generated by a population of several thousand clients. It
also shows the proportion of the number of requests for large ob-
jects, in terms of access counts and transferred bytes, per trace.3

In both traces, the traffic volume by objects larger than 1 MB
comprised about 30–50% of the total traffic, though the num-
ber of these requests was less than 1% in terms of the access

2These traces are the most recent leaf (university) cache traces available to
us, since the cache servers had been dismantled in mid-2000s. There were no
publicly available leaf cache traces collected in 2004–2009 either. We admit that
our traces, collected in 2002 and 2003, may look old-fashioned, however, even if
we used more recent traces, it would not affect what we find in this paper; even a
small number of large file transfers often saturates our cache servers’ bandwidth
resource and significantly degrade its performance, since the number of requests
for large objects and transfers are obviously increasing as time goes by [2], [5].

3Since the size of multimedia objects such as video, audio, and high-definition
image data typically ranges from a few Megabytes to a few Gigabytes, this paper
assumed that objects larger than 1 MB are large.

Table 1. Characteristics of trace workload.

Trace KAIST Waseda
Duration 2002.6.7–10 (96 hr.) 2003.12.9–12 (96 hr.)

# of requests 39.4 M 24.7 M
Transferred bytes 375 GB 193 GB
# of unique clients 8,798 3,147

% of requests > 1 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.06/47.3 0.04/28.2
% of requests > 10 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.006/32.8 0.004/13.9

% of requests > 100 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.0009/17.7 0.0001/2.3
% of requests > 1 GB (count/byte ratio) None None

Size of the largest object 681 MB 652 MB

Fig. 1. Experimental environment.

count. The results are consistent with Jung et al. [4], except
that the proportion of traffic generated by objects larger than
10 MB in the KAIST trace has increased by more than a factor
of three over the past three years (from 10% to 30%). This is
likely due to the recent proliferation of high quality video data
and large compressed files on the Internet. It appears that the
size of large objects has been increasing on the web, especially
where broadband access networks are widely deployed. Though
the Waseda trace contains a relatively smaller proportion of re-
quests for large objects, the results are also consistent with Jung
et al. [4].

Here, we show the potential count hit-ratio and byte hit-ratio
due to caching objects larger than 1 MB per trace. We consider-
ed an object to be cacheable if it did not contain substrings such
as ‘cgi-bin’ or ‘?’ and if it did not have a file extension such
as ‘.cgi,’ as in [4] and squid [7]. All uncacheable objects were
counted as cache misses, as with [4]. According to our anal-
ysis, some large multimedia objects are extremely popular. A
few video files were accessed thousands of times, and tens of
multimedia objects were accessed hundreds of times during the
trace collection periods. For each KAIST and Waseda trace, po-
tentially 42.1% and 24.8% of the byte hit-ratio and 53.6% and
25.5% of the count hit-ratio, respectively, could have been due
to caching of objects larger than 1 MB. This indicates (i) the lo-
cality of large multimedia objects is significantly high in both
traces and (ii) even a single cache-miss for an extremely large
object may require a large volume of traffic to be fetched from its
distant original web server [9]. Therefore, large objects should
be cached, to reduce network bandwidth usage significantly. In
Section IV, we investigate how and to what extent caching and
delivery of large objects directly affects the performance of web
caching.

B. Experimental Environment

Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental environment. We used pop-
ular open source codes, proxycizer [10], squid [7], and dum-
mynet [11]. One of the most popular open-source cache server
software, squid is known to comprise at least 80% of the caching
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proxy market in Europe, and about 70% in the US [12]. The
proxycizer package, a suite of simulation tools that can be used
in simulating and/or driving web caches developed at Duke
university, was used to perform trace-driven workload gener-
ation. Among various tools included in the package, we used
simclient to stream requests to the squid web cache. It gener-
ates a real-time request stream given in a real-world trace. For
the server side, webulator, a non-blocking http server that re-
turns objects on request was used. It returns objects based on
the information from a database generated from a real-world
trace (i.e., using the length field to determine the length of a
requested object). Squid was used as a web caching compo-
nent. We used dummynet to emulate the communication delay
and bandwidth limitations. In dummynet, the features of an emu-
lated network are generally controlled and configured via a com-
mand line interface.

We conducted experiments on three PCs. One was an Intel PC
server implementing the squid cache server, with 2 GHz Pen-
tium 4 CPU, 2 GB RAM, and 1 Gb/s Ethernet NIC. The other
two implemented simclient and the emulated web server, we-
bulator, respectively. They had 2 GHz Pentium 4 CPU, 1 GB
RAM, and 1 Gb/s Ethernet NIC. Squid’s cache space was con-
figured to 100 GB. The cache server’s bandwidth was set to
1 b/s, as in the KAIST and Waseda web caches.4

We set the client-cache round trip time to 1 millisecond, based
on the round trip time measurement results obtained at the
KAIST campus network. We set the upstream bandwidth of the
cache server to 100 Mb/s, based on the reports generated from
the FlowScan+ system that monitors the flow information at the
KAIST campus network border router. We set the cache-server
round trip time to 10 milliseconds, since 70–80% of HTTP re-
quests for large objects logged at the KAIST trace workloads
were directed to domestic web servers located in South Korea.
The Waseda trace showed a similar pattern; around 60–70% of
requests were directed to domestic web servers for which the
country code top level domain (ccTLD) is jp.

We ignored packet losses and delay variability. These assum-
ptions are acceptable (previous studies on the performance of
web caches have also made similar assumptions [5], [13]), since
we were interested in a web cache server’s characteristics in
a high bandwidth access network where large objects are fre-
quently requested, rather than the effects of various Internet dy-
namics on these workloads.

C. Data Reduction and Performance Metrics

We created a smaller, more compact log due to the extremely
large access logs created by caches (nearly 10 GB of data in to-
tal). This enabled us to complete our workload re-generation and
analyses in real-time. To this end, we used one day’s workload
per trace, instead of all trace workloads. Two criteria were used
for the selection of the trace: First, we selected a workload in
which both the number of requests for large objects and the vol-
ume of traffic generated by these requests was greatest among

4Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and much of Europe already lead the United
States in FTTH deployments, with a number of other nations now accelerating
their own FTTH efforts. A 100 Mb/s connection capable of supporting conver-
gence of voice, video, and very high speed bi-directional data is now common
in Japan, Korea, and Hong Kong. It will soon be available in a number of other
countries [14].

Table 2. Characteristics of the selected trace workload.

Trace KAIST Waseda
Duration 2002.6.9 (24 hr.) 2003.12.11 (24 hr.)

# of requests 7.38 M 5.61 M
Transferred bytes 79 GB 42 GB
# of unique clients 5,633 2,186

% of requests > 1 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.08/55.5 0.05/32.3
% of requests > 10 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.008/41.1 0.004/20.4

% of requests > 100 MB (count/byte ratio) 0.001/24.6 0.0009/6.2
% of requests > 1 GB (count/byte ratio) None None

Size of the large object 681 MB 231 MB

the collected traces. This enabled us to determine to what extent
requests for large objects can generate overhead for the cache
server. Second, we selected a workload for which the total num-
ber of requests was sufficiently small to ensure that loads gener-
ated by small objects delivery were as low as possible. By this
means, we aim to show the impact of large object delivery on
the performance of web caching more clearly.

Table 2 shows the characteristics of the selected traces. In
both the KAIST and Waseda traces, the proportion of the num-
ber of requests and the volume of traffic for large objects is
larger than those of the four day average, shown in Table 1.

There are no object replacement or removal operations dur-
ing the experiments, since the total volume of transferred bytes
is less than the cache storage space (100 GB) in both traces. This
is acceptable for our experiments, since we focus on the direct
impact of large object transfers—particularly through our exper-
imental web cache—on the delivery performance of other small
objects concurrently transferred to users, rather than the impact
of replacement or removal operations related to large objects
that have been cached in the cache server, on the performance
of web caching.

We made three different versions of the selected traces and
compared the results obtained for each to measure and quantify
the impact of large object delivery on the performance of our
squid web proxy cache. The first is the real-world trace that con-
tains all requests for large objects (> 1 MB). The second con-
tains no such requests. The third is an intermediate one, where
requests for objects larger than 10 MB are eliminated from the
original trace. We used two different metrics, cache bandwidth
usage and response times required for delivery of small objects
for the comparison. The former is defined as the volume of data
that passes through a web cache per unit time (one second). The
latter is defined to be the time required for the cache server to
service the request. From the experimental results, we intended
to answer the following questions. This allows us to determine
the load on our experimental web cache server due to concurrent
requests for large objects:

1. To what extent do the requests for large objects contribute
to generating peak web traffic?

2. Does the traffic generated by large objects affect and delay
concurrently requested small objects? If so, to what extent?

3. What is the threshold size of large objects that generate sig-
nificant overheads for the experimental 1 Gb/s web cache?

4. Why are small file transfers affected by concurrent large file
transfers? Which is the bottleneck resource?

The following section addresses these questions.
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III. IMPACT OF LARGE FILE TRANSFERS ON WEB
PROXY CACHING PERFORMANCE

This section presents the impact of large file transfers on our
squid web proxy cache, by answering the aforementioned four
questions.

A. Impact on Cache Bandwidth Usage

In this subsection, we examine the impact of large object de-
livery on cache bandwidth usage. To this end, we calculated the
average transfer rate of all transferred objects per second, based
on the cache log data, for instance, the object size, request arrival
time, and response times, recorded in the squid log file. Then,
we obtained the cache bandwidth usage per second, by summing
the transfer rates of all objects transferred at the time. Fig. 2
plots the cumulative distribution function of the cache band-
width usage per selected trace, for KAIST and Waseda Univer-
sity, respectively.

The figures show that the cache bandwidth usage exhibits
heavier tailed characteristics with requests for large objects. In
Fig. 2(a), without requests for objects larger than 1 MB, the 90th
percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the cache bandwidth us-
age are 11.4 Mb/s, 22.7 Mb/s, and 64.0 Mb/s, respectively. The
average bandwidth usage is 5.7 Mb/s. It is clear that the cache’s
1 Gb/s bandwidth resource is under-utilized throughout the ex-
periment, with 7.38 million requests for small objects.

However, as the trace includes an additional few thousand
requests for objects for which the size is between 1 MB and
10 MB, the 90th percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the
cache bandwidth usage increases to 15.2 Mb/s (1.4x), 53.1 Mb/s
(2.4x), and 289.0 Mb/s (4.5x), respectively. The average band-
width usage increases to 7.8 Mb/s (1.3x). In the next step, as
the trace includes more requests for objects larger than 10 MB
for which the access count comprises only 0.008% of the trace,
the 90th percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the cache band-
width usage increases to 40.3 Mb/s (3.5x), 99.5 Mb/s (4.4x), and
698.7 Mb/s (10.1x), respectively. The average bandwidth usage
increases to 14.7 Mb/s (2.5x).

We obtained similar results with the Waseda trace, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The volume of increased bandwidth usage due to
requests for large objects was relatively smaller than that of the
KAIST trace. Without requests for objects larger than 1 MB, the
90th percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the cache band-
width usage were 7.5 Mb/s, 18.8 Mb/s, and 86.9 Mb/s, respec-
tively. The average bandwidth usage was 3.1 Mb/s. As with the
aforementioned case, the cache’s bandwidth resource is under-
utilized throughout the experiment. As the trace includes addi-
tional requests for objects for which the size is between 1 MB
and 10 MB, the 90th percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the
cache bandwidth usage increases to 7.9 Mb/s (1.1x), 32.3 Mb/s
(1.7x), and 220.9 Mb/s (2.5x) respectively. The average band-
width usage was 3.7 Mb/s (1.2x). In the next step, as the trace
includes more requests for objects larger than 10 MB for which
the access count comprises only 0.004% of the Waseda trace,
the 90th percentile, 99th percentile, and peak of the cache band-
width usage increase to 8.2 Mb/s (1.1x), 43.0 Mb/s (2.3x), and
672.1 Mb/s (7.7x), respectively. The average bandwidth usage
increases to 4.1 Mb/s (1.3x). Table 3 summarizes the results.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. CDF of cache bandwidth usage with and without requests for
large objects: (a) KAIST trace and (b) Waseda trace.

To summarize, the number of requests for large objects sub-
stantially increases, and governs the volume of the peak cache
bandwidth usage (i.e., peak web traffic) in a high bandwidth ac-
cess network, though it comprises less than 0.1% of the total
access count. Without requests for objects larger than 1 MB, the
peak volume of traffic that passes through our experimental web
cache server decreases significantly, by 76–86%.

Here, we investigate what objects significantly contribute to
peak traffic and to what extent. The aim of this investigation is
to determine the threshold size of large objects that generates
significant bandwidth overhead for a 1 Gb/s web cache.

To this end, all requested objects were categorized in four
groups according to their size; less than 1 MB, O(1) MB,
O(10) MB, and O(100) MB. Each group was further divided
into two subgroups; cache-hit and cache-miss. Then, for each
group of objects, we calculated and summed the transfer rate of
concurrently delivered objects, per second. Finally, we obtained
the volume of the greatest peak traffic generated by each group
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Table 3. Cache bandwidth usage with and without request for large objects.

Trace contains requests for Cache bandwidth usage (Mb/s)
KAIST trace Waseda trace

90th kv. 99th kv. Peak Avg. 90th kv. 99th kv. Peak Avg.
Objects smaller than 1 MB only 11.4 22.7 64.0 5.7 7.5 18.8 86.9 3.1
Objects smaller than 10 MB only 15.2 53.1 289.0 7.8 7.9 32.3 220.9 3.7
All objects (the original traces) 40.3 99.5 698.7 14.7 8.2 43.0 672.1 4.1

Table 4. The volume of peak traffic generated by each group of large objects, categorized according to object size.

Size of requested objects
Smaller than 1 MB Between 1 MB and 10 MB Between 10 MB and 100 MB Larger than 100 MB

KAIST
Cache hit 39.1 Mb/s(143 req.) 197.5 Mb/s (3 req.) 332.2 Mb/s (1 req.) 652.3 Mb/s (1 req.)

Cache miss 51.0 Mb/s (20 req.) 109.8 Mb/s (3 req.) 168.3 Mb/s (6 req.) 80.2 Mb/s (3 req.)

Waseda
Cache hit 39.0 Mb/s (116 req.) 219.3 Mb/s (5 req.) 355.2 Mb/s (1 req.) 668.1 Mb/s (1 req.)

Cache miss 85.6 Mb/s (15 req.) 122.5 Mb/s (3 req.) 99.1 Mb/s (2 req.) 35.3 Mb/s (1 req.)

Table 5. Average and max latency taken to deliver small objects with

and without requests for large objects.

Trace contains requests for KAIST Waseda
Objects smaller than 1 MB 14.3 ms / 12.9 sec 21.7 ms / 900.0 sec
Objects smaller than 10 MB 21.3 ms / 19.2 sec 32.4 ms / 1681.9 sec

All objects (real trace) 572.8 ms / 716.2 sec 1,503 ms / 2,591 sec

of objects. Table 4 summarizes the results.
For each entry of peak traffic in the table, the number of

requests for similar-sized objects is shown in parentheses. As
shown in the table, the volume of traffic generated by concurrent
requests for small objects is at most 39.0–85.6 Mb/s, whereas
only a few concurrent requests for large objects often generates
200 Mb/s or more of traffic. This begins to saturate the cache
server’s bandwidth resource. As expected, the missed requests
for large objects do not generate many traffic surges, compared
with the hit ones.

On a high bandwidth access network, even a single hit request
for an object for which the size is tens or hundreds of MB of-
ten causes a traffic spike, and starts to saturate the bandwidth
resource of a 1 Gb/s cache server, while missed requests for
similar-sized objects do not. Only a few concurrent hit requests
for objects for which the size is between 1 MB and 10 MB,
such as MP3 audio files, also generate relatively high traffic for
a 1 Gb/s cache server. The greater the number of downstream
clients a cache server has, the higher the probability that they
make concurrent requests for large objects. That is, the greater
the user population serviced by a cache server, the greater the
extent to which a cache server is affected by the bandwidth sat-
uration problem.

B. Impact on Response Times

In this subsection, we examine the impact of large object de-
livery on the performance of web caching. To this end, we com-
puted and compared the response time required for our cache
server to deliver small objects for which the size is less than
1 MB to clients, with and without concurrent requests for large
objects, respectively. Table 5 shows the average and worse case
response times required for delivery of a small object, in each
case.

When we eliminated the requests for objects larger than 1 MB
from the KAIST and Waseda traces, the average response times
required for delivery of small objects were 14.3 ms and 21.7 ms,

respectively. The average and maximum response time of the
Waseda trace are both higher than those of the KAIST trace.
This is due to the concentration of the numerous requests in the
Waseda trace in the afternoon; whereas, requests in the KAIST
trace are more evenly distributed across the day and night. As a
result, during peak times, requests in the Waseda trace generate
more significant overheads than those in the KAIST trace.

When requests for objects for which the size is between 1 MB
and 10 MB are included, the average response times increase to
21.3 ms (1.5x) and 32.4 ms (1.5x). As the traces include more
requests for objects larger than 10 MB, the average response
times per trace significantly increase, to 572.8 ms (40.1x) and
1,503 ms (69.2x). This clearly shows that delivery of small ob-
jects is delayed by the extremely small number of requests for
large objects, for which the access count comprises less than
0.1%.

To further investigate how many requests for small objects are
directly affected by concurrently delivered large objects and to
what extent; for every request for small objects, we compared
its two response times in two different experiments; with and
without concurrent requests for large objects. Fig. 3 shows the
results in CDF. As shown in Fig. 3(a), as the KAIST trace in-
cludes requests for objects for which the size is between 1 MB
and 10 MB, about 26% of requests for other small objects are
delayed due to concurrently delivered large objects. For about
8% of the requests, the response time increases by more than a
factor of ten. For about 0.7% and 0.06% of the requests, the re-
sponse time increases by more than a factor of one hundred and
one thousand, respectively. In the worst case, it increases by a
factor of 12,823. When the KAIST trace includes all requests
for objects larger than 10 MB, there is a much steeper increase
in response times. In this case, a greater number of requests for
small objects are even more severely delayed; around 34% of
requests for small objects incur delays. For about 20% of the
requests, the response times increase by more than a factor of
ten. For about 6.8% and 3.2% of requests, the response times
increase by more than a factor of one hundred and one thou-
sand, respectively. In the worst case, it increases by a factor as
high as half a million. Around 0.3% of requests failed.

We also obtained similar results using the Waseda trace, while
the proportion of the number of delayed requests due to concur-
rently delivered large objects is smaller than that of KAIST. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), as the Waseda trace includes requests for ob-
jects for which the size is between 1 MB and 10 MB, about 23%
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Latency increase with concurrent requests for large objects: (a)
KAIST trace and (b) Waseda trace.

of requests for other small objects are delayed. For about 10.6%,
3.3%, and 1.3% of the requests for small objects, the response
times increase by more than a factor of ten, one hundred, and
one thousand, respectively.

The worst case figure is even worse than that of the KAIST
case; it increases by a factor of 1.1 million. When the Waseda tr-
ace includes all requests for objects larger than 10 MB, there is
a relatively steeper increase in response time. As for the KAIST
trace experiment, a greater number of requests for small objects
are even more severely delayed; around 26% of requests for
small objects incur delays. For about 12.7% of the requests, the
response time increases by more than a factor of ten. For about
4.7% and 1.9% of the requests, the response time increases by
more than a factor of one hundred and one thousand, respec-
tively. In the worst case, it increases by a factor as high as 2.5
million. The request failure rate is 4.2%, a factor of fourteen
higher than that of the KAIST trace.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the variation of response times for small

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Latency increase (in X times) based on the number of concurrent
requests for small and large objects: (a) KAIST trace and (b) Waseda
trace.

objects, according to the number of concurrent requests for
small and large objects. Fig. 4 depicts the average latency in-
crease of small objects, particularly when there are n concurrent
requests for small objects (as in the x-axis) and m concurrent
requests for large objects (as in the legend). Fig. 5 shows the
real delays (in milliseconds) that small objects incurred due to
large objects. As shown in Fig. 4(a), when the number of large
objects transferred is less than 10, and the number of small ob-
jects delivered is less than 100, the average latency increase is
less than a factor of hundred in most cases. As the number of
small objects exceeds 100 and the load on the cache server in-
creases, the average response time increases by a factor of a few
to tens of thousands. Fig. 4(b) of the Waseda trace, whilst it is
not identical, shows a similar pattern. Usually, the greater the
number of large objects the cache server processes, the greater
the delay incurred by small objects.

Note that when the number of concurrent requests for small
objects exceeds a few hundred to a thousand, for instance, dur-
ing peak-times, even a few concurrent requests for large objects
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Latency increase (in milliseconds) based on the number of con-
current requests for small and large objects: (a) KAIST trace and (b)
Waseda trace.

often causes significant performance degradation at the cache
server, thereby causing huge delays for the delivery of small ob-
jects. Here, we argue that the frequent peak-time performance
degradation bottleneck at cache servers is largely likely due to
concurrent delivery of large objects, regardless of their number.

C. Impact on CPU Usage, Main Memory Usage, and Disk I/O
Operations

Thus far, we have examined the impacts of large file trans-
fers in terms of the delivery performance of concurrent small
file transfers on our experimental squid web proxy cache server.
The purpose of this subsection is to provide more insight into
where the performance bottleneck arises, via performance pro-
filing of various internal components other than bandwidth re-
source, i.e., CPU usage, main memory usage, and number of
disk I/O operations, in the cache proxy. To this end, we use a
popular system monitoring tool, viz., bsdsar [15].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. CPU usage with and without requests for large objects: (a) KAIST
trace and (b) Waseda trace.

The CPU usage, main memory usage, and number of disk
I/O operations of the cache box with and without requests for
large objects are illustrated in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively. As
shown in these figures, none of these resources in the cache box
are overwhelmed by requests for large objects. With requests for
large objects, the CPU usage comprises at most 30%, and main
memory usage is no more than 200 MB (only 10% of 2 GB). Ad-
ditional disk overheads, in terms of the number of I/O operations
due to requests for large objects, are also negligible (Fig. 8). The
results we have presented thus far are congruent with the previ-
ous work; this states that the performance bottleneck of Internet
servers consisting primarily of static content is due to the limited
network bandwidth allocated to the server [16].

D. Implications for Web Caching

We found that requests for large objects from high bandwidth
clients often generates sudden spikes, and governs the volume
of peak loads in web traffic. We observed that requests for large
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Main memory usage with and without requests for large objects:
(a) KAIST trace and (b) Waseda trace.

objects for which the access count comprises less than 0.1% of
the total, often overwhelm the cache server and make the cache
server a bottleneck in a web network. They delay other concur-
rently requested small objects.

Our cache server incurred significant performance degrada-
tion, due to delivery of large objects. Around 30% of requests for
small objects were delayed. During non peak-times, they were
delayed by a factor of a few to tens.

During peak-times, even a few large objects delayed them by
a factor of hundreds of thousands to a few million. Around 0.3%
and 4.2% of requests for small objects failed, due to concur-
rently requested large objects, for the KAIST and Waseda trace
experiment, respectively.

We argue that the bandwidth bottleneck is due to the funda-
mental limitations of the current centralized web proxy caching
model that scales poorly when there is a limited amount of ded-
icated resource. This is a serious threat to the viability of the cu-
rrent web proxy caching model, particularly in a high bandwidth

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Number of disk I/O operations with and without requests for large
objects: (a) KAIST trace and (b) Waseda trace.

access network, since it leads to sporadic disconnections of the
downstream access network from the global web network.

As a result, some users have to wait for more than a few
seconds to obtain a small text document, which was previously
downloaded within just a few milliseconds, due to a few large
objects concurrently requested by other users. Some business-
oriented sites, where the so-called eight second rule is applied,
may lose visitors and money, because users accessing the sites
are restricted at their local cache server.

That is, the squid cache proxy, in world-wide deployment for
the last ten years,5 is very vulnerable to attacks from malicious
clients that repeatedly request very large objects through their
high bandwidth pipes with malicious intent. Whilst we have on-
ly examined the squid proxy cache in this paper, we postulate
that many other squid-based open-source cache servers, as well
as commercial cache servers, are also vulnerable to this prob-

5Squid is known to capture at least 80% of the caching proxy market in Europe
and about 70% in the US [12].
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lem in a high bandwidth network, unless they have an additional
mechanism for handling large-sized objects.

We postulate that the frequent peak-time performance degra-
dation bottlenecks at cache servers are likely to be due to con-
current delivery of large objects. This is likely to be the reason
why users in a high bandwidth network often complain about
web cache servers installed on their access network. We also po-
stulate that the transmission failure of web objects reported in
[4] is not only due to the problem of wide-area Internet dynam-
ics. Rather, at present, it is more likely to be due to the local
cache bottlenecks.

Objects larger than O(10) MB had a relatively significant im-
pact on the experimental cache. More than tens of concurrent re-
quests for objects for which the size is between 1 MB and 10 MB
affected its performance to a significant extent. This threshold
size varies according to the downstream user population and
number of concurrent user requests. In a larger scale access
network where there are so many downstream users that more
than hundreds or thousands of users often request MP3 objects
concurrently, the threshold size is a few MB for a multi-Gb/s
cache. In such an environment, even clients with 10/100 Mb/s
connectivity will often cause the same problem for their up-
stream web proxy cache. In the same context, we postulate that
even when a web proxy cache has 10 Gb/s connectivity, many
downstream clients concurrently downloading O(10) MB ob-
jects with 100 Mb/s–1 Gb/s connectivity will often cause the
same problem, in a large scale access network.

We postulate that web proxy caching continues to be one of
the most popular information provisioning techniques on the In-
ternet in the era of multimedia networking. However, our neg-
ative results naturally lead to reevaluation of the current web
caching scheme.

IV. PEER-TO-PEER COOPERATIVE WEB CACHING

Thus far, we have studied the impact of large file transfers
on the performance of web proxy caching in a high bandwidth
network. This section proposes a peer-to-peer cooperative web
caching scheme to solve the cache bottleneck problem. We eval-
uate the proposed scheme.

A. Why Peer-to-Peer?

The main idea of our scheme is based on the following;
(1) many large web objects were previously downloaded and
cached in a desktop machine’s local web cache space. Why not
share large objects among them directly, as many peer-to-peer
applications do, rather than via a cache server, which often be-
comes a bandwidth bottleneck when handling large objects?
(2) According to our previous study [17], the default size of the
local web cache space in a desktop machine is generally config-
ured to 3% or more of its total disk size. This comprises approx-
imately 1 GB of the 33 GB average disk space installed on each
machine. In most cases, 1 GB should be sufficient to cache and
share large objects that were previously downloaded, for a few
days to a week, since 98.8% of clients logged in the KAIST and
Waseda traces had previously downloaded less than 100 MB of
large objects over 96 hours, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Proportion of clients according to the total volume of

downloaded objects (for 96 hours).

Trace < 10 MB > 10 and < 100 MB > 100 MB and < 1 GB > 1 GB
KAIST 69.3% 29.5% 1.2% 0.03%
Waseda 78.4% 20.5% 1.1% 0%

This summarizes the volume of large objects that had previ-
ously been downloaded and stored in each machine’s disk space.
We obtained the same results for both traces; of the machines
that had downloaded at least one large object during the four
days of the collection period, 99% had downloaded less than
100 MB of large objects. Only a few machines, 1%, had down-
loaded more than 100 MB of large objects.

The disk size doubles every 12 months [18] and the average
disk usage is around 50–66% [17]. Therefore, it seems both fea-
sible and cost effective to exploit each peer’s local web cache
space as a part of a large virtual cooperative web caching sys-
tem to share large objects in their disk storage space, particularly
on a high bandwidth network where every desktop machine has
more than 100 Mb/s connectivity.

(3) We avoided modifying the conventional web caching
model, to maximize the performance, backward compatibility
and deployability of the proposed system. Small objects are
generally delivered to users within a few milliseconds, unless
they are concurrently transferring large objects through the same
cache server. Accordingly, our scheme adopts a hybrid web
caching model, where large objects are cached and delivered
using desktop machines’ resources, while small objects are still
cached and transferred through a cache server, as in the conven-
tional web caching scheme.

As in the conventional web caching system, our model lets
HTTP requests from clients be directed to a local web cache
server. Then, the cache first checks if the requested object has
been cached. If a cache-miss occurs, it fetches the requested ob-
ject from the original web server, and relays it to the requesting
client. If a cache-hit occurs, the size of the requested object is
checked. If it is less than the pre-configured threshold, the ob-
ject is delivered from the cache server to the requesting client,
as usual. Otherwise, if it is larger than the pre-configured thresh-
old, the request is redirected by the cache server to other desktop
machines holding the object in their local cache space.

We adopt the redirection mechanism proposed in [19], for red-
irection operations. This is a generalization of the well-known
HTTP redirection 3xx codes. Our proxy cache server only needs
to maintain a table of addresses of the desktop machines that
have recently requested large objects. Considering that an IP ad-
dress is four bytes and the number of unique large objects that
have been requested over four days is less than ten thousand
in both the KAIST and Waseda traces, only a few megabytes
of memory is sufficient to maintain 10–100 addresses of desk-
top machines per requested large object. This server-based re-
quest redirection enables a client to locate the requested large
object within just two application-level hops—the first to the
cache server and the second to peers. The additional overhead
required to redirect each request is negligible compared to the
transmission delay required for delivery of an entire large ob-
ject, since redirection is performed to a peer node within less
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Fig. 9. Proposed model.

than a few milliseconds on the same campus network, and in-
volves transferring just tens to hundreds of bytes of data.

Fig. 9 illustrates the proposed model. It consists of two com-
ponents: A modified web cache server and a set of modified
downstream desktop machines that also serve as peer caches for
large objects. Let us assume that clients A, B, and C have re-
cently requested large object a. Client D now requests the same
object. The cache server responds to the request by sending a list
of addresses, {C, B, A}, to D. Then, client D selects the peer (or
peers, if it is designed to download from multiple sources) from
which it will download the object.

Since (1) we assume that all peers are located close to one
another on a single high bandwidth campus network, and (2) the
number of requests for large objects and number of peers that
have requested large objects over a few days has roughly the
same order of magnitude, the proposed caching system does not
need a complex algorithm for the peer selection process. Any
peer selection algorithms that consider: (i) If the requested ob-
ject is currently available in the peer, (ii) the maximum band-
width the peer allocated to serve other clients (this is configured
by its owner), (iii) the number of requests the peer currently
serves to others, and (iv) the current CPU usage of the peer,
should be sufficient for the proposed system.

When an error occurs during object transmission due to the
selected peer’s sudden departure from the system, the client con-
tacts the next good peer and invokes partial fetching to fetch the
rest of the data and construct a complete one, as in [4]. If the
client does not find any available peers where the requested ob-
ject is stored, and the object is still available in the cache server,
the request is satisfied by the cache server. This simple fall-back
mechanism enables the proposed system to switch back to a con-
ventional web caching system at the cost of a few additional
application-level operations. The following subsection presents
our preliminary results from the trace-driven experiment that
evaluates the feasibility and performance of the proposed web
caching scheme.

B. Simulation Environment

We used the emulated high bandwidth network environment
shown in Fig. 1 for the evaluation. We used simclient to generate
a stream of real-time requests based on an input trace, a mod-

ified version of squid for our modified cache server, dummynet
to set the delay and bandwidth, and webulator to emulate web
servers. The communications between the modified cache server
and peers used in our experiment are based on Fig. 8. After the
first request for a large object is served through the cache server,
the following requests for the same large object are directed to
our own simple simulator, viz., simpeer.

At this stage, the simpeer simulator logs the request arrival
time, object URL, IP address of the requesting client, and size
of the requested object. After all requests in the re-generation
process conducted by simclient are completed, simpeer indepen-
dently simulates peer characteristics based on the input log file
and parameters, such as the volume of the network bandwidth
and local cache space allocated by each peer. In simpeer, a new
peer requesting a previously requested large object is redirected
to the peer that most recently downloaded the same object. For
simplicity, we assume that all peers allocate the same volume of
upstream network bandwidth. The effects of the heterogeneous
network bandwidth environment on the performance of the pro-
posed system are left as our future work. We varied the upstream
network bandwidth of all peers between 500 kb/s and 100 Mb/s
to determine what volume of peer upstream bandwidth was re-
quired to make the proposed system operate effectively, witho-
ut significant performance degradation. The download speed of
each large object from a peer was calculated as the quotient
of the maximum upstream bandwidth of the peer / the number
of requests it is processing. All peers that had downloaded any
large objects were assumed available over the whole simulation
period, 24 hours.

More detailed parameters on dynamic peer characteristics,
such as the peers’ uptime, downtime and CPU usage of each
peer can also affect the transmission rate among peer nodes;
however, these are not considered, since the purpose of this sim-
ulation is generally: (1) To show if our idea of directing requests
for large objects from the cache server to desktop machines
deals with the cache server bottleneck, (2) to determine how
much overhead the proposed scheme generates for each peer in
terms of additional network bandwidth consumption. As we ob-
served in the previous section, other resources such as CPU and
disk storage space are not primary bottlenecks when transfer-
ring large objects. In this paper, we assume that objects larger
than 1 MB are large ones for this experiment. The size of each
redirection message, in which multiple addresses of peers are
contained, was configured to 30 bytes. All the other parameters,
such as the cache server’s bandwidth and round trip times, are
shown in Fig. 1. We used the selected KAIST and Waseda traces
described in Table 2.

C. Simulation Results

Fig. 10(a) plots the cumulative probability distribution of the
cache server bandwidth usage for the KAIST trace, for two
cases. The first is the conventional web caching scheme, and
the other is for the proposed caching scheme. We found that the
proposed scheme reduces the cache server bandwidth usage sig-
nificantly. With the proposed scheme, the volume of peak traffic
at the cache server was reduced by 78.8%, from 698.7 Mb/s
to 148 Mb/s. Average traffic volume decreases from 14.7 Mb/s
to 11 Mb/s. The volume of the additional traffic generated in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. CDF: Cache server bandwidth usage: (a) KAIST trace and (b)
Waseda trace.

redirecting 5,669 requests for large objects was only 265.7 kB
over the one day experiment. Fig. 10(b) plots the cumulative
distribution of the cache server bandwidth usage for the Waseda
trace. With the proposed scheme, the volume of the peak traffic
at the cache server was reduced by 70.7%, from 672.1 Mb/s to
197.2 Mb/s. Average traffic volume decreases from 4.1 Mb/s to
3.3 Mb/s.

Fig. 11(a) plots the cumulative probability distribution of the
latency required for delivery of small objects from the cache
server, for the KAIST trace. The first is the conventional web
caching scheme, and the other is for the proposed caching sys-
tem. The proposed scheme significantly reduces the latency re-
quired for delivery of small objects, to which 99.88% of all web
requests are directed. With the proposed scheme, the maximum
latency is significantly reduced, from 716.2 sec to 3,709 ms. Av-
erage latency decreases from 572.8 ms to 21.1 ms. Fig. 10(b)
plots the results obtained using the Waseda trace. With the pro-
posed scheme, the maximum latency is reduced from 2,591

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. CDF: Latency taken to deliver small objects: (a) KAIST trace
and (b) Waseda trace.

sec to 899.8 sec. Average latency significantly decreases from
1,503 ms to 26.5 ms. Compared to the results shown in Table
5, these results indicate that delivery of small objects is neither
delayed nor failed due to requests for large objects, when our
peer-to-peer caching scheme is used for caching and delivery of
large objects.

A critical requirement of a peer-to-peer system running as a
background job on desktop machines is that the extra load it
imposes on the peer is low, and that a high load is never sus-
tained for long [20]. Therefore, we quantify the extra load on
participating peers in the proposed system. Fig. 12 depicts the
cumulative probability distribution of the number and the vol-
ume of large objects that had been served by each peer. For the
experiment with the KAIST trace, the number of peers that had
served other peers at least once was 1,252, 76.1% of all group
members. Of these, 1,230 nodes, 98.2% of the 1,252 peers, had
served less than 10 requests to other peers over a one day period.
The busiest, most popular one, had served 55 requests to other
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peers over the entire day, transferring a total of 91.5 MB. On av-
erage, peers had served 1.9 large objects, transferring 10.0 MB.
For the same experiment with the Waseda trace, the number of
peers that had served other peers at least once was 137, 25.1%
of all group members. Of these, 135 nodes, 98.5% of the 137
peers, had served less than 10 requests to other peers. The busi-
est, and popular one, in terms of the number of objects that had
been served, had served at most 18 requests to other peers over
the entire day, transferring a total of 37.4 MB. On average, peers
had served two large objects, transferring 7.4 MB over 24 hours.

The results of the performance evaluation presented in this
section indicate that the proposed system in a high bandwidth
network performs the task of caching and delivery of large ob-
jects in an efficient and cost-effective manner, without generat-
ing significant overhead for participating peers.

V. COMPARISON TO RELATED WORK

Over the previous decade, the research on improving web
performance and workload characterization has attracted signif-
icant attention [2], [3], [6], [9], [13]. These studies have shown
that web workloads exhibit significant short-term burstiness
(self-similarity) and are heavy-tailed. The performance benefits
of web caching in reducing the average time, network bandwidth
usage and server load has been shown in [9], [21], [22]. Most
of these studies focused on the average load, or issues such as
the impact of low bandwidth connections and non-cacheable ob-
jects; while our study investigates the impact of the delivery of
large objects on web cache servers in a high bandwidth network
environment. A noteworthy exception, Raunak et al. [6], found
that unlike the substantial impact they have on the average load,
web caches have a limited impact on the tail of the load distribu-
tion, primarily due to the characteristics of large objects; even a
single cache-miss for an extremely large object can often cause
a large volume of traffic to be fetched from its distant original
web server. They focused on the reduced effects of web caching
on the tail of the load distribution, which is complementary to
this paper.

Surprisingly, there have only been a few studies on large ob-
ject transfers in web proxy caching. Jung et al. pioneered this
topic. They found that the transmission performance and storage
utilization at web cache servers was poor, especially in deliver-
ing large objects, since there is a fundamental trade-off between
a cache server’s internal resource utilization and improving the
performance [23]. They also found that large multimedia data
transfers often fail over wide-area networks. They proposed an
on-demand cumulative pre-fetching scheme, to avoid unneces-
sarily re-fetching of the entire body of failed objects [4]. While
their work focused on measuring and improving the quality of
large object transfers through a web proxy cache, this paper fo-
cuses on the cache bandwidth bottleneck problem caused by
large object transfers; we measured the extent to which these
large object transfers affect the performance of cache servers in
handling requests for the other concurrent small objects for the
first time. We then solved the bandwidth bottleneck problem.
Since the replicache system proposed in [23] is solely designed
to improve the quality (i.e., speed) of large object transfers with-
out consideration of the quality of concurrent small object trans-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. CDF: The number and total volume of large objects served by
each peer: (a) Number of large objects served by each peer and (b)
total volume of large objects served by each peer.

fers, the proposed system makes the cache bandwidth bottleneck
problem worse.

The most obvious solution to overcome the bandwidth bot-
tleneck is to upgrade the memory and bandwidth resources,
when it is both feasible and cost effective to do so, with com-
mercially available cards and modules. When upgrading cannot
solve the scalability problem, tightly-coupled clusters of ma-
chines have been deployed to provide a scalable web caching
service [24]. However, while a cluster-based centralized web
caching scheme may be scalable to a certain degree, in terms of
the user population and number of concurrent user requests in a
low bandwidth network environment, it is neither cost-effective
nor scalable in a high bandwidth network environment, where
(1) The bandwidth of numerous downstream clients approaches
that of the local web caching facility and (2) there are pop-
ular objects for which the size is so large that even a small
number of concurrent requests for them can saturate a cache
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server’s resources easily. In such an environment, it will even-
tually become a bottleneck in handling sudden peak traffic gen-
erated by concurrent requests for very large objects. While the
problem can be alleviated to a certain degree by resource over-
provisioning and over-investment, it is too expensive to install
and maintain [20], considering that the requests for large objects
comprise less than 0.1% of total access counts.

From a technical perspective, a distributed web caching sys-
tem [24]–[28], where multiple cache servers are deployed at
multiple locations, may be a candidate solution. Much work has
been done on distributed cooperative web caching systems over
the last decade. However, this has generally focused on reduc-
ing upstream regional, domestic or wide-area network traffic, by
making cooperative cache servers, across multiple access net-
works. Installing and maintaining multiple servers at multiple
locations within a single access network (e.g., campus network)
to handle requests for large objects comprising less than 0.1%
of total access counts is surely too expensive.

A dedicated server-based approach, whether it is centralized
or distributed, has the fundamental limitation that the fixed vol-
ume of memory and bandwidth resources allocated to the sys-
tem limits the maximum throughput of the system. Our analyses
in the previous section showed that the cache server’s perfor-
mance is significantly degraded, even when it handles a lim-
ited number—only tens—of concurrent requests for large ob-
jects. The bandwidth and memory cost required for delivery of
each large object is too high. Therefore, conventional server-
based web caching systems cannot provide a solution that is both
scalable and cost-effective, particularly when many downstream
clients concurrently request large objects. We need a more intel-
ligent web caching scheme to solve the cache bottleneck prob-
lem. The volume of burst traffic caused by concurrent requests
for large objects is reduced to a level where the cache server
does not become overwhelmed by them. Thereby, requests for
small objects are not delayed.

Harchol-Balter et al. [16], [29], [30] is a recent noteworthy
work, although it addresses the problem of web server perfor-
mance, rather than web proxy cache servers. Traditionally, re-
quests at a web server are handled via FAIR scheduling: The
web server allocates its resources fairly among those requests
ready to receive services (as with the squid proxy cache). In-
stead, they proposed unfair scheduling, in which they give
higher priorities to requests for small files or requests with a
small remaining file size, in accordance with the shortest re-
maining processing time (SRPT) scheduling policy. Results in-
dicate that SRPT-based scheduling of connections yields signif-
icant reduction in delays at the web server, and hardly penalizes
requests for large files. We are investigating the extent to which
the size-based scheduling technique can alleviate the cache bot-
tleneck problem caused by transfer of very large objects. The
results will appear in a future paper.

Iyer et al. proposed a fully decentralized peer-to-peer web
caching scheme called squirrel [20]. It needs no dedicated in-
frastructure other than the resources allocated by desktop ma-
chines. On top of a decentralized request routing and object lo-
cation scheme called pastry [31], squirrel gathers and pools re-
sources from desktop machines, to achieve comparable perfor-
mance to a dedicated web cache server. An obvious drawback of

squirrel’s fully decentralized approach is that it is affected by ad-
ditional overhead in the request routing and object location pro-
cess, due to its fully decentralized indexing, lookup, and routing
schemes. A distributed lookup scheme, such as chord [32] and
pastry [31], has a lookup cost in the order of O(log(N)) opera-
tions, where N is the number of nodes in the system. The lookup
delays are regarded as negligible when large objects are deliv-
ered; however, for small objects that are generally delivered to
users within a few milliseconds, the overheads can often be a
significant proportion of the transaction latency. They thereby
degrade the overall system performance significantly. To avoid
such unnecessary delays in handling small objects that comprise
99.9% of total access counts, while exploiting the benefits of the
peer-to-peer content sharing model in handling large objects, we
adopted a hybrid web caching scheme, where large objects are
cached and delivered using desktop machines’ resources; while
small objects are still cached and transferred through a cache
server, as in conventional web caching schemes. More recently,
[33]–[37] proposed and evaluated the performance of various
peer-to-peer web caching schemes. Nonetheless, none of the
work focused on the performance impact of large object trans-
fers on web proxy caching.

Our proposed caching scheme is a combination of the concept
of cooperative web caching [24]–[28] and peer-to-peer multime-
dia sharing applications. Since the proposed system maintains
an object index at a local cache server and redirects incoming re-
quests to other candidate peers, it is more like the distributed In-
ternet cache model [27], rather than the hierarchical web cache
model [28]. For the same reason, it is more like napster [38]
where a centralized index is maintained, rather than fully de-
centralized systems such as gnutella [39] and squirrel [20]. The
idea of block-level file transfer and replication among partici-
pants has been used in various systems, such as swarmcast [40],
edonkey [41], KaZaA [42], and logistical networking [43]. We
leave the adoption of such an idea (i.e., slicing a large file into
many smaller objects and managing them in a distributed man-
ner among peers) for our future work. Padmanabhan et al. [19]
and Stading et al. [44] proposed a peer-to-peer model to ad-
dress the flash crowd problem of web servers, rather than cache
servers. Squirrel is proposed as a fully decentralized scalable
peer-to-peer routing-based scheme. It needs no dedicated infras-
tructure, other than the desktop machines themselves [20]. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that explicitly
defines, addresses and solves the cache server bandwidth bot-
tleneck problem, particularly the one caused by concurrent re-
quests for large objects from downstream clients in a high band-
width network.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the impact of large file transfers on
the performance of web proxy caching in a high bandwidth net-
work environment. We conducted a series of thorough performa-
nce analyses and profiling of various resource components in
our experimental squid proxy cache server. The analyses shows
that the requests for large objects, for which the access count
comprises less than 0.1% of the total, often overwhelm the cache
server’s bandwidth resource. This makes it a bottleneck in web
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content delivery. We argue that the cache bandwidth bottleneck
problem caused by large objects can lead to sporadic disconnec-
tions and isolation of users’ access network from the global web
network.

We proposed a peer-to-peer cooperative web caching scheme
to address the bandwidth bottleneck problem and then showed
that it performs the task of caching and delivery of large objects
in an efficient and cost-effective manner, without generating sig-
nificant overhead for participating peers. We have also examin-
ed previous related work and compared them to the proposed
scheme.
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